Abstract
Introduction
ALM [1, 2, 3, 4 ] is a recursive fuzzy algorithm, which expresses a multi-input-single-output system as a fuzzy combination of several single-input-single-output systems. It models the input-output relations for each input and combines these models to find out the overall system model. ALM starts with gathering data and projecting them on different data planes. The horizontal axis of each data plane is one of the inputs and the vertical axis is the output. IDS processing engine will look for a behavior curve, hereafter narrow line, on each data plane. If the spread of data over the narrow line is more than a threshold, data domains will be divided and the algorithm runs again. The heart of this learning algorithm is a fuzzy interpolation method which is used to derive a smooth curve among data points. It is done by applying a three-dimensional membership function to each data point, which expresses the belief for the data point and its neighbors. Each data point is considered as a source of light, which has a pyramid-shape illumination pattern. As the vertical distance from this source of light increases, its illuminating pattern will interfere with its neighbors forming new bright areas. The projection of the process on the plane is called IDS.
As it is shown in Fig 2, we can use a pyramid as a three dimensional fuzzy membership function of a data point and its neighboring points. By applying IDS method to each data plane, two different types of information will be extracted. One is the narrow path and the other is the deviation of the data points around each narrow path. Each narrow path shows the behavior of output relative to an input; and spread of the data points around this path shows the importance degree of that input in overall system behavior. Less deviation of data points around the path represents a higher degree of importance and vice versa.
Sagha et al [5] proposed a method which combines genetic algorithm and IDS to obtain better partitions over input variables. Their method is called GIDS (Genetic IDS).
Shahdi et al [6] proposed RIDS method that replaces each two consequent points with their midpoint instead of applying a 2-d fuzzy membership function on each data. RIDS converges to the center of gravity of data and increases the number of points in order to keep data expansion in plane. In addition, they proposed another method called (Modified RIDS) MRIDS that support negative data points. In MRIDS, if two consequent points are positive, the result is similar to that of RIDS and the replacing point is their midpoint. Nevertheless, if one of the points is negative, then the replacing point is a point located near the positive point on the line which connects two points; so negative point has an effect of deviating center of gravity from positive points.
MRIDS considers that the rewards and punishments are accessible after each action, but when they are delayed and this delay is not determined, it will not converge correctly.
Here we used another method called Reinforcement ALM (RALM), to add reinforcement capability to the algorithm. We used the concepts of Action Selection Network (ASN), Action Evaluation Network (AEN), and Stochastic Action Modifier (SAM) that are proposed in GARIC [7] as an actor-critic algorithm.
GARIC: The architecture of GARIC is schematically shown in Fig 3. ASN maps a state vector into a recommended action, F, using fuzzy inference. AEN maps a state vector and a failure signal into a scalar score that indicates state goodness. This is also used to produce internal reinforcement, r'. AEN can be a neural network structure or a fuzzy system [8] or alike. SAM uses both F and r' to produce an action F', which will be applied to the plant. Learning occurs by fine-tuning the parameters in the two networks: in the AEN, the weights or fuzzy parameters are adjusted; in the ASN, the parameters describing the fuzzy membership functions are changed. These are done by gradient descent approach. AEN parameters are updated via Temporal Difference Learning method.
Temporal Difference Learning: is a prediction method. It approximates its current estimate based on previously learned estimates by assuming subsequent predictions are often correlated in some sense. A prediction is made, and when the observarion is availabe the prediction is adjusted to better match the observation. If each state s t has the prediction value v(s t ) that denotes the goodness of done actions in that state, then the updating formula is:
where α t is learning rate and δ is a constant in the range of [0,1] and R t+1 is the received reward at time t+1. [9] 
Proposed Method
In our method we used a similar structure to GARIC. ASN is an IDS fuzzy system. AEN is made up of a plane called Reward-Penalty-Plane (RPP). On this plane is the information of how much the done action in a specific state is good. ( 1), ( 1)) ( ( 1), ( 1
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d data Therefore, we do not need another fu variables must be scaled and use the system. This approach has some advantage with MRIDS, especially when the probl reach into a desired state. Also we expl reward and penalty areas and there is n how and on what trajectory the system goal.
Results
We modeled the well-known inv problem with two input, theta, θ, and (Dtheta), θ . Reward area was chose [-0.23, 0.23] radian and θ = [-0.98, 0. penalty areas are when each variable is input range. λ is chosen to be 0.9 for r for penalties. Penalty areas are set to be was chosen to be 0.021.
We used two methods of action sele ginning of run. The first one used ran stead of a predefined fuzzy system, so by formula (5) was needed. After 2000 only 32 successes during it, we got which are shown in Fig. 5 . Success is w state is in the reward area. White areas dark areas are negative. Figure 6 shows extracted from all data after removing b located on negative part of IDS plane ward-Penalty Plane is shown in Fig. 7 ALM, we got a fuzzy system with only surface of input-output-force is shown shows some random initial states and th to the desired point. Rise time is 2.71 a %0.0. The second method uses an inco tem in ASN with four rules. After ab steps of online learning, the system lear Fig 10 shows first 1000 time steps and Learning by GARIC takes about 10000 in our system it takes less than 20000 ti
In addition, we modeled ball and be assumed the system has three inputs, θ outputs x and v. θ is the angle of beam line passing through the origin, r0 is th the distance of ball from the origin. v0 is of ball's speed and r and v are the final v and speed. Our goal is to move the ball zero, so we define the RPP with respec control it, we have two inputs v0 and x0 θ.
The results of RALM for some ran shown in Fig. 11 . Generated fuzzy s rules. The rise time is 1.6 s and overshoo uzzy system; just generated fuzzy s in comparison lem has delays to licitly define the no need to define m can reach the verse pendulum angular velocity en between θ = 98] radian/s and more than 0.9 of ewards and 0.05 e -0.5. Time step ection in the bendom actions inno manipulation 00 sequences and the IDS planes when the system are positive and s the data that are bad ones that are s. The final Re-7. After applying y four rules. The in Fig. 8 
Conclusion
ALM is a powerful idea for mod to support reinforcement learning. another plane to get the informati signals. The approach is useful whe idea about the goodness of an act wards and penalties must be cons siders these very well.
Results show that RALM learn proposed ALM based algorithms. 
